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Overview 
 

• In our Macro View, we consider an increasingly wide distribution of future 

outcomes. 

• While we are attempting to paint a more positive picture of global markets 

in general, we remain very alert to the unusually high number of risks.  

• In our Investment Outlook, there are several tailwinds supporting markets, 

not least the resilience of the consumer and buoyant employment markets.  

• We remain cautious but are also mindful that there are a number of tail-

winds behind financial markets. These could provide a more optimistic out-

come which would see positive rapid price volatility. 

• In our feature piece, Tim Sharp, Group CIO assesses the views behind both a 

potential hard and soft landing in 2023. 

• Housing looks particularly vulnerable given the recent fall in new mortgage 

applications. 

• In summary, the transition from low inflation to high inflation has been 

stressful and 2023 is likely to be a year of low growth. Investors need to be 

mindful of the range of plausible outcomes. 
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Key Issues in Charts  

Japan—10yr  Government Bond Yield 
 

• In December, The Bank of Japan unexpectedly raised the 

upper limit of the yield cap on 10Y Government Bonds, 

doubling their target range from 25Bps to 50Bps. 

• Markets are pricing in another potential policy tweak with 

Japanese inflation on the rise, moving from deflation in 

April to now seeing both positive headline and core CPI.  

• Although the bank’s Governor has claimed the purpose was 

of “improving market function and maintaining yield curve 

control, not the start of a tightening policy” and inflation 

still remains below the bank’s 2% target, the Governor's 

term comes to an end in April where a potentially a more 

hawkish official could be brought in as a replacement.  

 

• The inflation surprise index is a measure of how much actual 

inflation deviated from the consensus forecasts of economists, 

a positive move meaning inflation came in higher than ex-

pected and the inverse upon inflation declining more than 

expected.  

• 2022’s final quarter saw the Inflation Surprise Index fall 75% 

from peak to its current level as inflation receded from its 

highs earlier in the year.   

• Although still above its historical mean, further supportive 

inflation data could see the index fall further, while surprising 

positive inflation data could push the index higher. The latter 

would cause  some pain for markets in 2023.  

 

GBP vs USD  

• Sterling suffered a volatile year in 2022 impacted by a range of 

factors, inflation, political mishaps, the Bank of England and a 

strong U.S economy lead to a historical low for the Pound vs the 

US Dollar in September.  

• Since October the GBP has rebounded sharply, along with a 

number of other global currencies against the dollar, fuelling a 

rally in U.S equity market.  

•  A weaker dollar, prompting more international trade and pur-

chases could provide some respite to the economy in the U.S, 

while a stronger dollar could potentially decrease inflation play-

ing into the Fed’s goals and interest hikes.  

The Inflation Surprise Index 
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We see more opportuni-

ties at the individual equi-

ty level than we can recall 

over at least a 2-year pe-

riod.  

By Adam Jones, Senior Investment Manager 

 
One of the great joys of being part of a small, highly experienced and thoughtful 
investment team (myself excluded of course) is the discourse around diverging 
opinions. The team at Hottinger are especially divided at present with respect 
to the investment outlook over the next 12 months, which itself carries value. 
One often-overlooked aspect of investing is the fact that none of us, really, have 
the faintest idea of how the future might present itself. The challenge of under-
standing (and positioning for) an increasingly wide distribution of future out-
comes owes far more to the domains of art or philosophy than to science. Mar-

kets are reflexive in nature (to quote the legendary George Soros
i
, who original-

ly coined the term). That is to say that the behaviour and beliefs of market par-
ticipants themselves actually shape the path of realised future outcomes.  
 
Conventional thinking, at present, is that the world is so clearly on a path to-
ward lower growth, lower corporate revenues and lower valuations that none 
of us could possibly hope to achieve a decent real return through investment in 
equity. While we sympathise with this idea from a macro perspective, we also 
see more opportunities at the individual equity level than we can recall over at 
least a 2-year period.  
 
Recent employment data has given comfort to those hoping for a soft landing in 
the US economy. While job growth itself remains surprisingly strong we are 
beginning to see revisions to historic estimates of wage growth which, when 
coupled with lower headline inflation, suggest that it may in fact be possible to 
bring inflation under control without a corresponding collapse in both economic 
activity and employment. Given the Fed’s dual mandate (of full employment 
and price stability) the key tension that needs to be resolved from a policy per-
spective is the dichotomy of an exceptionally tight labour market and rapidly 
declining inflation. On the latter, inflation markets are pricing headline CPI to 
reach the target level of 2% in just one year’s time, a remarkable turnaround 
given its current level of 6.5%.  

Macro Outlook 

Inflation markets are now 

pricing headline CPI to 

reach the target level of 

2% in just one year’s time  

The challenge of under-
standing (and positioning 
for) an increasingly wide 
distribution of future out-
comes owes far more to 
the domains of art or phi-
losophy than to science. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

USD Inflation Swaps Q422 

Source: Hottinger Investment Management / Refinitiv Datastream  
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An unexpected increase in 

real incomes is an outcome 

we do not believe equity 

markets currently anticipate 

given a significant contrac-

tion in earnings multiples 

over the past year. 

The potential for positive 

surprises on the economic 

front is increasing in our 

view.  

In addition to an apparently healthy (albeit lagging) labour market the decline in 
oil prices, agricultural commodities and headline CPI itself are all supportive of 
an strong increase in consumer incomes, an outcome we do not believe equity 
markets currently anticipate given the significant contraction in earnings multi-
ples over the past year. 

Declines in household costs 

are occurring at a time when 

wage negotiations are rife, 

and discussions are based 

around the level of inflation 

that has already been en-

dured over the past 12 

months (not that expected in 

future).  

The potential for positive surprises on the economic front is thus increasing in 
our view. In particular, we see two major economic tailwinds arising over the 
first half of 2023;  
 
1. A significant increase in US real incomes. Oil prices have fallen almost 20% 

over the past 6 months and this should flow through to cheaper prices at 
the pump. Indeed, the average US gas price recently fell below its level 1yr 
agoii. In addition to oil, most agricultural commodity prices have also fallen 
significantly which should reduce food prices and hence household grocery 
bills. These declines are occurring at a time when wage negotiations are 
rife, and discussions are based around the level of inflation that has already 
been endured over the past 12 months (not that expected in future).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

US Equity Markets—Rolling 1y Change in P/E Multiple 

Source: Hottinger Investment Management / Refinitiv Datastream 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Copper prices vs. US Growth year-on-year 

Source: Hottinger Investment Management / Refinitiv Datastream 
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2. China. Having spent so much time in lock-down, Chinese policy makers 
have finally reversed their stance and agreed to re-open their economy. 
Given China represents some 15% of global trade this is a significant devel-
opment which should be supportive of global growth. Copper prices have 
reacted particularly positive to this development, an indicator which is 
widely perceived as being a useful guide to economic growth.  

 
The key question moving forward is whether the Fed views declining inflation as 
being enough to soften their policy stance, or should they keep interest rates 
elevated in order to avoid another resurgence? At first glance markets appear 
to disagree that the Fed should maintain restrictive monetary policy. The chart 
below maps the difference between the market-implied level of interest rates 
in June 2023 versus those expected to prevail in January 2024. Essentially, this 
tells us that market participants are pricing an almost 50bp reduction in interest 
rates over the second half of this year (and have been doing so since June of 
last year). 

10 -13 

Given China represents 

some 15% of global trade 

re-opening is a significant 

development which should 

be supportive of global 

growth 

The key question moving 

forward is whether the 

Fed views declining infla-

tion as being enough to 

soften their policy stance, 

or should they keep inter-

est rates elevated in order 

to avoid another resur-

gence.  

We see an inherent asym-

metry here with rates like-

ly being capped on the 

upside while being much 

less so on the downside. 

We see areas of fixed in-

come as offering good val-

ue.  

While the Fed are very keen to push back against this suggestion, we believe 
current pricing makes sense from an investor perspective.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fed Funds Futures Spread 

Source: Hottinger Investment Management / Refinitiv Datastream 

Q. How long will the Fed keep rates above 5%? 

A. “Three words: A long time.” 
 

Atlanta Fed President Raphael Bostic—Atlanta Rotary Club  

If markets took the Fed at their word here rates would be priced at or around 
the 5% level from March through December, with very little risk of moving high-
er in the context of slowing nominal growth and inflation. The greater likeli-
hood, at least in our view, is that the policy tightening that has already been 
undertaken begins to materially impact incoming macro data. We see an inher-
ent asymmetry here with rates likely being capped on the upside while being 
much less so on the downside. As such, we see areas of fixed income as offering 
good value.  
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Regardless of our near-term 

views on the path of rates 

we also feel confident that 

yield curves should begin to 

steepen as unemployment 

begins to rise.  

Regardless of our near-term views on the path of rates we also feel confident 
that yield curves should begin to steepen as unemployment begins to rise (given 
the very strong historical correlation between the two series). Yield curves are 
currently inverted (with longer dated yields being lower than shorter dated 
yields) to as great an extent as we have witnessed since the early 1980’s, with 
effects having manifest in valuations across a variety of asset classes (financials, 
bank equity, mortgage-backed securities et al). As such we have recently in-
creased exposure to those areas we believe will benefit from this shift which, 
pleasingly, also happen to provide very significant income yields.  

We are attempting to paint 

a more positive picture of 

global markets at present, 

however we remain very 

alert to the numerous risks. 

We believe portfolios are 

sufficiently well balanced to 

weather any storm and con-

tinue to find interesting ide-

as that have resulted from 

recent shifts. 

As you may be able to tell we are attempting to paint a more positive picture of 
global markets at present, however we remain very alert to the numerous risks. 
We believe portfolios are sufficiently well balanced to weather any potential 
storm while we continue to find interesting ideas that have resulted from recent 
shifts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

US Unemployment Rate vs. US Treasury 2yr/10yr Curve  

Source: Hottinger Investment Management / Refinitiv Datastream 

 i 
The Alchemy of Finance—George Soros  

ii 
American Automobile Association 

Yield curves are currently 

inverted to as great an ex-

tent as we have witnessed 

since the early 1980’s, with 

effects having manifest in 

valuations across a variety 

of asset classes.  
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Despite interest rate poli-
cies, there are several tail-
winds supporting markets, 
not least the resilience of 
the consumer and buoy-
ant employment markets.  

We do think the inflation 
outlook for the next 1-2 
years is clearly lower, 
which gives us more confi-
dence when looking at 
potential new additions to 
client portfolios.  

The fourth quarter was notable for its level of social unrest ranging from public 

sector strikes in the UK to civil unrest in China over continuing Covid lock-

downs all of which seem to me to be linked to the rising global cost of living 

crisis triggered by the ongoing Russia – Ukraine war. There seems little chance 

of a short-term cessation in hostilities that have caused a prolonged period of 

high inflation leaving central banks to move aggressively in tightening rates.  

 

Despite interest rate policies, there are several tailwinds supporting markets, 

not least the resilience of the consumer and buoyant employment markets. 

Despite global PMI’s stabilizing but still being in contractionary territory in No-

vember, December ISM Services data pointed to a very robust US consumer, 

whose confidence in spending has apparently yet to be curtailed by tighter 

monetary policy. We believe this helps to explain the markets slow pace of 

earnings revisions and the optimism amongst a large proportion of investors 

that believe the US Federal Reserve (Fed) will be able to engineer a soft land-

ing in 2023 avoiding dragging the global economy into recession. Recent de-

clines in both oil prices, where Brent has given up 14.9% over the quarter, and 

headline inflation data in the US which fell to 7.3% in November, might also 

provide additional support for ongoing strength in consumption trends.  

Investment Outlook 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10y UK Gilt Yield 

Source: Hottinger Investment Management & Refinitiv Datastream 

In the UK, the quarter started with the Bank of England providing emergency 

support to the UK Gilt market in response to the Truss mini budget that led to 

her demise as Prime minister but had the lingering effect of making the UK 

appear unstable to foreign investors who underpin government borrowing. 

The Bank of England went on to tighten rates to 3.5% by year end in line with 

equally aggressive policies from the US Fed and the European Central Bank 

(ECB) in a concerted effort to curtail inflation.  

 

Despite the appointment of Rishi Sunak supporting sterling and giving gilts a 

welcome boost of 2.2% over the quarter, the public sector disruption in De-

The quarter started with 
the Bank of England 
providing emergency sup-
port to the UK Gilt market 
in response to the Truss 
mini budget  but had the 
lingering effect of making 
the UK appear unstable to 
foreign investors who un-
derpin government bor-
rowing.  
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Despite a weak December, 

Global equity markets still 

gained 9.4% over the quarter 

in USD terms leaving it down 

19.4% over the course of 

2022. 

The correlation between ma-

jor asset classes left investors 

with few safe havens this 

year. 

cember once more undermined confidence leaving Gilts down 4.4% in Decem-

ber to finish the year -25.02%. The decision by the central banks to move to a 

0.5% increment in December following hikes of 0.75% to that point provided 

some optimism in markets that a pause in tightening would allow economies 

to stabilize but later investor angst turned to fears over a pending global reces-

sion bringing the “Santa rally” quickly to a close. Despite a weak December, 

Global equity markets still gained 9.4% over the quarter in USD terms leaving it 

down 19.4% over the course of 2022. 

UK equity market were surpris-

ingly resilient this year with 

large caps overall finishing in a 

mildly winning position at year 

end.  

In China, zero-Covid policies 

have weighed on economic 

sentiment so much that recent 

street protests calling for the 

resignation of President Xi 

have led to a relaxation in pol-

icy pushing the Hong Kong 

Hang Sang Index to a gain of 

14.9% over the quarter 

The correlation between major asset classes left investors with few safe ha-

vens this year with Global bond markets represented by the Vanguard Global 

Aggregate Bond ETF USD hedged also losing 12.6% over the year although ek-

ing out a 1.2% gain over the quarter despite tightening rates in major econo-

mies. The Hottinger Investment Management Sterling Balanced Composite 

Index used for illustrative purposes
i
 lost 11.9% during the year despite having 

bounced 4.5% over the quarter. This is despite the UK equity market being 

surprisingly resilient this year with large caps overall finishing in a mildly win-

ning position at year end. This may be due to the value orientation of the com-

position, supported by mining, oil and pharmaceutical stocks, but may also lay 

testament to the already cheap valuation of the UK stock market following 

Brexit as foreign investors seem reluctant to return to the UK . 

 

In China, zero-Covid policies have weighed on economic sentiment so much 

that recent street protests calling for the resignation of President Xi have led 

to a relaxation in policy pushing the Hong Kong Hang Sang Index to a gain of 

14.9% over the quarter. As China comes out of lockdown ending zero-Covid 

restrictions the country is seeing stocks improve on the basis that business, 

both domestic and international, will hopefully resume despite the apparent 

soaring number of new cases as the Omicron variant spreads. Travel re-

strictions have been lifted allowing international travel from China, although 

many countries including the US, UK, France and India have imposed a nega-

tive Covid test restriction on travellers due to the acceleration in new cases, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Global Bonds vs. Global Equities 2021—2022 

Source: Hottinger Investment Management / Refinitiv Datastream 
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much to the annoyance of Chinese authorities and the airline industry. The re-

opening of China brings a tailwind to global markets adding further weight to 

the potential soft landing thesis as Chinese authorities seem intent on giving 

the people what they want despite the build up in new cases and hospitalisa-

tions, although official figures appear unreliable.  

 

Japan has been a relative safe haven with the Yen gaining 9.69% this quarter 

versus the US dollar as the Bank of Japan (BOJ) surprised investors by amend-

ing its yield curve control policy in December allowing long term interest rates 

to rise by widening the target band around 10-year JGB yields. Analysts widely 

expected no change to yield curve control in the run up to the end of the term 

of Governor Haruhiko in April 2023 leading to speculation of something more 

meaningful to come. This minor amendment undermined Japanese stocks with 

the Nikkei 225 losing 6.7% in December to end the year down 9.36% while 

hanging on to a positive quarter result by 0.6%. The markets made use of the 

wider band to push JGB yields higher further underpinning the stronger Yen. 

Change at the BOJ adds an element of uncertainty that may undermine Japa-

nese financial assets and despite managing to create an element of inflation 

for the first time in decades through continuing contrarian loose monetary 

policy, Japan’s traditional safe haven credentials were dented in 2022. 

Bank of Japan (BOJ) sur-

prised investors by amend-

ing its yield curve control 

policy in December allow-

ing long term interest 

rates to rise by widening 

the target band around 10

-year JGB yields.  

The re-opening of China 

brings a tailwind to global 

markets adding further 

weight to the potential soft 

landing thesis. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JPY vs USD 

Source: Hottinger Investment Management / Refinitiv Datastream 

Commodities and energy stocks remain one of only a few positive performing 

trades in 2022 although most took a beating during the final quarter of the 

year as fears of pending recession are reflected in energy prices. Furthermore, 

mild weather and full European storage facilities going into the end of the year 

have taken the heat out of wholesale markets.  

 

Despite its weak quarter oil is still up 9.4% over the course of the year and the 

wider WisdomTree Enhanced Commodity ETF USD Hedged gained 1.6% over 

the quarter to end the year up 12.9%. Amongst stocks the global energy sector 

Commodities and energy 

stocks remain one of only 

a few positive performing 

trades in 2022 . 

Despite its weak quarter 

oil is still up 9.4% over the 

course of the year and  in 

general commodities 

gained 1.6% over the 

quarter to end the year up 

12.9%.  
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has been a leading performer gaining 18.6% over the quarter to end the year up 

41.1%. Despite this positive move we believe that many major oil stocks remain 

below average valuations. For example, BP and Shell trade on 5.17- and 5.73-

times forward price-to-earnings according to Refinitiv, while the UK market 

trades nearer 11.25 times. This type of valuation is repeated across major mar-

kets as sustainable investors have shunned traditional (brown) energy providers 

in favour of renewable (green) energy investments while we feel the Russia – 

Ukraine war has shown both the value of and the need to invest in both types at 

this current time.  The global energy sector 

has been a leading per-

former gaining 18.6% over 

the quarter to end the year 

up 41.1%. . 

We believe that many major 

oil stocks remain below av-

erage valuations. 

We also stay positive on 

alternative investments, 

particularly real assets 

where infrastructure looks 

defensive with a low corre-

lation to equities and 

should also see continuing 

new investment particular-

ly in the alternative energy 

sector.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Equity sector performance during 2022 (rebased) 

Source: Hottinger Investment Management / Refinitiv Datastream 

 i 
HIM £Balanced consists of 40% All UK Equities; 20% Rest of the World; 35% Gilts and 5% Cash  

We remain cautious but we 

are also mindful that there 

are a number of tailwinds 

behind financial markets 

that could provide an opti-

mistic outcome which 

would see positive rapid 

price volatility.  

We also stay positive on alternative investments, particularly real assets where 

infrastructure looks defensive with a low correlation to equities and should also 

see continuing new investment particularly in the alternative energy sector. 

Alternative strategies have also been a positive sector this year with macro 

strategies leading the way although hedge fund indices were lower this quarter 

losing ground to traditional risk assets. 

 

We remain cautious as we enter the New Year believing the fourth quarter eq-

uity performance to be a bear market rally as investors struggle with the spec-

trum of potential outcomes for which we believe we do not have enough infor-

mation to make a definitive forecast. We are also mindful that there are a num-

ber of tailwinds behind financial markets that could provide an optimistic out-

come which would see positive rapid price volatility. 
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As we sit at the beginning of a new financial year it would be useful to have the 

benefit of Hindsight Capital’s global insight but instead, we are left with a great 

deal of uncertainty due mainly to the fact that we simply do not have enough 

information to forecast accurately the most likely scenario’s investors will face 

in 2023. It seems to me that the investment community is split between those 

who believe that the US Federal Reserve (Fed) will be able to engineer a soft 

landing and those who believe that a global recession is a certainty that as yet 

2023—Hard or Soft Landing? 

By Tim Sharp, Chief Investment Officer at Hottinger Group 

 

According to John Authers fictional hedge fund, Hindsight Capital LLC, that pub-

lishes its trades at year-end
i
, there were four key insights that if known on Jan-

uary 1, 2022, would have made the financial environment far clearer to inves-

tors.  

 

The first being Vladimir Putin’s invasion upon Ukraine, secondly China being hit 

especially bad by the Omicron variant, Inflation being at higher levels for longer 

and previously low central bank rates had left many securities in global markets 

overpriced.  

 

However, as we are not blessed with such clarity of vision and as a traditional, 

long only investor, we work within a risk framework that relies upon the ability 

to choose the level of conviction based on the information as presented, mean-

ing 2022 was a brutal year for the investment community. Bonds and equities 

fell in unison, the normally defensive S&P500 fell in line with global equities, 

the US dollar rallied strongly, and gold had a flat year leaving only a few alter-

native assets in positive territory making 2022 a very difficult year for global 

asset allocators. 

As we are not blessed with 

such clarity of vision and 

as a traditional, long only 

investor, we work within a 

risk framework that relies 

upon the ability to choose 

the level of conviction 

based on the information 

as presented, meaning 

2022 was a brutal year for 

the investment communi-

ty. 

2022 was a very difficult 
year for global asset allo-
cators. 

It seems to me that the 
investment community is 
split between those who 
believe that the US Feder-
al Reserve (Fed) will be 
able to engineer a soft 
landing and those who 
believe that a global re-
cession is a certainty. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

USD Dollar Index 2022 

Source: Hottinger Investment Management / Refinitiv Datastream 
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is not priced into markets. The main reasons for the difference of opinion lie 

with a few conflicting statistics that we believe defy historical comparisons but 

then the last time the world saw such high levels of inflation was in the 1980’s 

and it could be argued that a lot has changed since then making comparison mis

-leading.  

 

It seems the consensus outlook expects global growth should be below 2% this 

year, inflation will remain elevated, and unemployment will rise steadily as the 

policies enacted in 2022 come to fruition in 2023. Advanced economies are 

heading for recession led by Europe and the UK and the slow re-opening of Chi-

na will create a below average growth scenario. The aggressive tightening un-

dertaken by central banks is unprecedented over the last 40 years
ii
 and histori-

cally has always delivered a recession. 

 

2022 largely saw a compression in price-to-earnings ratios as equity values fell, 

the next stage would be to see earnings fall as economic activity slows. Q322 

earnings surprised on the upside, buoyed by a resilient household consumer, 

and we feel companies were evasive with forward guidance as they defended 

share prices. Analysts have been reticent in revising earnings lower due to the 

conflicting outlook leaving investors to focus on Q422 earnings season that will 

play out from the middle of January. Absolute Strategy Research (ASR) contin-

ues to forecast a 15-20% fall in global earnings in line with historical compari-

sons surrounding recessions which, if it were to prove accurate, would likely 

exert increased balance sheet stress in some cases. With current consensus US 

earnings for 2022 remaining largely as they were in January 2022 the potential 

for disappointment to the downside is significant. 

The last time the world saw 

such high levels of inflation 

was in the 1980’s and it 

could be argued that a lot 

has changed since then 

making comparison mis-

leading.  

2022 largely saw a com-

pression in price-to-earnings 

ratios as equity values fell, 

the next stage would be to 

see earnings fall as econom-

ic activity slows.  

With current consensus US 

earnings for 2022 remaining 

largely as they were in Janu-

ary 2022 the potential for 

disappointment to the 

downside is significant. 

Developed economies will 

be dealing with the after-

effects of higher interest 

rates and the strong likeli-

hood of a recession in 2023 

but from an investors per-

spective this scenario has 

been well predicted. 

Developed economies will be dealing with the aftereffects of higher interest 

rates and the strong likelihood of a recession in 2023 but from an investors per-

spective this scenario has been well predicted and any moderation in the earn-

ings contraction could see investors looking past near-term revisions to focus on 

the areas of perceived value in equity markets. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

US Earnings 

Source: Hottinger Investment Management & Refinitiv Datastream 
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Although a global reces-

sion remains the most 

likely scenario in 2023, 

there are many investors 

who believe that the Fed 

will be able to engineer a 

soft landing  

It is worth remembering 

that the low interest rate 

environment that we 

have experienced since 

the Global Financial Crisis 

is not normal. 

In previous recessions, 

jobless claims were rising 

sharply 12 months after 

stock markets peaked 

but so far this time this 

has not materialised. 

The reduction in the pace of interest rate hikes in December points to a poten-

tial pause in policy by central banks as they assess the implications of their 

actions. This is different to a pivot which would suggest that by the middle of 

this year, inflation will have fallen significantly, the recession will be deep, and 

interest rates will need to be eased to stimulate economies. This prediction 

occupied markets during Q322 but central bankers have worked hard to un-

dermine this view with harsh rhetoric aimed at convincing investors that alt-

hough inflation may have peaked and may start to fall, it will still be higher for 

longer requiring interest rates to remain elevated. It is worth remembering 

that the low interest rate environment that we have experienced since the 

Global Financial Crisis is not normal, actually the current levels of interest rates 

in the developed economies are probably closer to historical, long-term aver-

ages where bonds offer more income than they have for over a decade, and 

we would argue government bonds are once more effective investments 

against recession risk. 

 

So, although a global recession remains the most likely scenario in 2023, there 

are many investors who believe that the Fed will be able to engineer a soft 

landing based on inflation proving to be more transitory, job creation continu-

ing without exerting undue wage pressures, allowing the consumer to support 

earnings growth and therefore valuations.  

 

One of the reasons for optimism amongst investors is the robust nature of the 

US labour market where jobs growth is still above trend and jobless claims still 

at low levels. The post-pandemic job openings and quit rates were startling as 

the over 50’s reassessed their lifestyle choices and despite being off those 

highs currently remain well above pre-Covid levels. In previous recessions, 

jobless claims were rising sharply 12 months after stock markets peaked but so 

far this time this has not materialised. Industries within leisure sectors contin-

ue to face a shortage of workers, however, the turn of the year has seen a 

number of announcements from mega-tech regarding significant layoffs which 

may indicate that pressures within the labour market may be receding.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

US Unemployment Rate 

Source: Hottinger Investment Management & Refinitiv Datastream 
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For the labour market to cool without the unemployment rate rising significant-

ly in order to support the soft landing scenario would be unprecedented in post-

war US economic history points out ASR’s Dominic White
iii

. However, the re-

opening of the global economy post-pandemic is as unprecedented as the pre-

pandemic global lockdown, creating so many imbalances and unexpected con-

sequences which we believe we are still experiencing.  

 

A second much welcomed tailwind for the global economy is the quicker than 

expected lifting of zero-Covid policies in China despite rising new cases and hos-

pitalisations, already leading to the lifting of travel restrictions for the first time 

in 3 years. Zero-tolerance has seen global supply chains severely affected and a 

drop in economic activity that has seen Chinese growth fall to approximately 3% 

in 2022. A mixture of onshoring and “friend-shoring” had already seen supply 

chains change but Chinese reopening will undoubtedly see any lingering pres-

sures not linked to the Russia-Ukraine war ease.  

China has been the engine 

for global growth for over a 

decade but how it re-opens 

will determine its effect on 

the global economy.  

For the labour market to 

cool without the unemploy-
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war US economic history.  

A much welcomed tailwind 

for the global economy is 

the quicker than expected 

lifting of zero-Covid policies 

in China  

China has been the engine for global growth for over a decade but how it re-

opens will determine its effect on the global economy. Consumer confidence is 

likely to bounce and a rebound in the services sector as seen in many other 

economies would boost global GDP growth through international tourism. A 

return to close to pre-pandemic growth would be a welcome boost for the glob-

al economy but problems still remain in the Chinese housing market that would 

need to be overcome before other benefits to the global economy will be felt. 

Emerging market assets have been depressed by geopolitics, Covid restrictions 

and a strong US dollar, however, we believe many of these risks are now dis-

counted and robust monetary policy action has left many emerging markets in 

an interesting position. 

 

Another positive is the decline in energy prices. Gasoline prices in the US have 

fallen 18% since the summer, European wholesale gas prices are also signifi-

cantly below the peak of the summer thanks to 83.5% full storage facilities and 

mild winter weather. Due to the ongoing Russia-Ukraine war European econo-

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Emerging Market Equity Index 

Source: Hottinger Investment Management / Refinitiv Datastream 
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mies will have to dramatically change their energy sources driven as much by 

energy security as by the climate change objectives set out by the green fund 

initiative. Sustainable energy is likely to be a growth sector particularly in Europe, 

affecting infrastructure, production, and distribution providing a major global 

investable theme. 

 

While the accepted wisdom is that higher rates will restrict growth and bring 

down inflation, the timings and mechanisms are not self-evident as they are 

unique to each cycle. The perceived policy lags remain variable due to the lack of 

near-term historical comparison for such an aggressive short term tightening cy-

cle providing investors with several potential outcomes. We believe that it is un-

likely that the US will avoid recession entirely although the depth may be mild 

while the ongoing energy crisis has probably already pushed Europe into negative 

growth territory. The UK continues to try and rebuild its international reputation 

after the political roller coaster of 2022 has undermined its credibility combined 

with a continuing Brexit hangover that is undermining potential growth and caus-

ing recession. China seems to be prepared to push on with re-opening which will 

provide some stimulus to the global economy, but we feel probably not as much 

as investors would like.  

 

In summary, the transition from low inflation to high inflation has been stressful 

and 2023 is likely to be a year of low growth. Investors need to be mindful of the 

range of plausible outcomes and tread carefully until such a time as we can see 

further into the future or feel comfortable with valuations.    

 i 
John Authers – Bloomberg Opinion Points of Return – Hindsight Capital in 2022, Part 1 – December 29, 2022 

 ii 
ASR – Risk Assets Skating on Thin ice – December 19, 2022  

 iii 
ASR – The Alternative Year Ahead – December 20, 2022  
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Source: Hottinger Investment Management & Refinitiv Datastream 
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 This document is a marketing communication and has been issued with reference to FCA COBS 4 
(Communications, including Financial Promotions) for the purposes of United Kingdom Regulations by 
Hottinger & Co. Limited under Applicable Laws, Rules and Regulations.  
 
The information contained in this document does not constitute a distribution; nor should it be, under any 
circumstances, considered to be intended for, and should not be regarded as an offer or a solicitation to 
buy, sell or subscribe to any particular security and/or fund referred to herein, or to conduct a regulated 
investment activity. This document does not in any way constitute investment advice. 
 
Please note that capital is at risk with any investment. The potential for profit is accompanied by the pos-
sibility of loss. Investments do not guarantee a return, and the value and the income from them can fall 
as well as rise, so that you may not realise the amount originally invested. Past performances should not 
be seen as an indication of future results. Asset allocation, diversification and rebalancing strategies do 
not insure gains nor guarantee against loss. The use of leverage, shorting, and derivative strategies may 
accelerate the velocity of the potential losses. The use of currency strategies involves additional risks. 
Where an investment is denominated in a currency other than sterling, changes in exchange rates be-
tween currencies may cause the value of investments to go up or down. Hottinger & Co. Limited does not 
give legal or tax advice. Tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances of each client and may be 
subject to change in the future. 
 
Hottinger & Co. Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), whose ad-
dress is 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN. Hottinger & Co. Limited’s FCA firm reference number is 
208737. For further details on Hottinger & Co. Limited’s regulatory status, please see the FCA’s FS Register 
at www.fca.gov.uk. Hottinger & Co. Limited is incorporated as a Private Limited Company in England and 
Wales under the registration number 1573969 and has its registered office at 4 Carlton Gardens, London 
SW1Y 5AA. 
 
Hottinger & Co. Limited is registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) as an Investment 
Adviser (RIA), file no. 801-122761. For further details on Hottinger & Co. Limited’s regulatory status, please 
see the SEC filing website www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.   
 
Hottinger & Co. Limited is a member of the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) established 
under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. (FSMA) Further details of the FSCS are available on re-
quest. Should you wish to make a complaint, please contact the Compliance Officer at Hottinger & Co. Lim-
ited in the first instance but you may refer your complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS). Fur-
ther details of FOS are available on request.  
 
All sources are Hottinger & Co. Limited and based on information publicly available unless otherwise stated. 
The views expressed are as at the date of this document and are a general guide to the views of Hottinger & 
Co. Limited. Commentary is at a macro or strategy level and is not with reference to any specified financial 
instrument. Any market or investment views expressed are not intended to be investment research. This 
document has not been prepared in line with the requirements of any jurisdiction designed to promote the 
independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemi-
nation of investment research.  
 
Copying any part of this communication without the written permission of Hottinger & Co. Limited is pro-
hibited. Care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of its content, but no responsibility is accepted for any 
errors or omissions herein. 
 
This document is for information only and has been prepared for the sole use of the designated recipient. In 
jurisdictions other than the United Kingdom or United States, this document may be provided by an affiliate  
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of Hottinger & Co. Limited. Use or distribution by any other person is prohibited. There may be laws and or regu-
latory rules that apply to or restrict the transmission or distribution, directly or indirectly, of this document in 
other jurisdictions. Any person into whose possession this document falls should inform themselves about such 
conditions and observe any such legal or rule applications or restrictions. Any failure to comply with such legal or 
rule applications or restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws or rules of any such other jurisdictions.  
 
It is your responsibility to seek advice on all applicable laws and regulations of your relevant jurisdiction. No re-
sponsibility to any third party is accepted as this document has not been prepared and, is not intended, for any 
other purpose.  
  
The information and opinions contained in this document have been compiled or arrived at based upon infor-
mation obtained from sources believed to be fair and reasonable, reliable and in good faith. All such information 
and opinions are subject to change without notice. No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made 
to its accuracy or completeness and it should not be relied upon as such. Neither Hottinger & Co. Limited nor its 
directors, officers, employees, advisors or any other persons can accept responsibility or liability for any loss 
howsoever arising from any error, omission or inaccuracy in the material provided and from the use of this docu-
ment or any of its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. 
  
Any forecasts, opinions and or estimates and expectations contained herein or expressed in this document are 
based on current forecasts, opinions and or estimates and expectations only, and are considered “forward look-
ing statements”. Actual future results, however, may be different from expectations. The views, forecasts, opin-
ions and or estimates and expectations expressed in this document are a reflection of Hottinger & Co. Limited’s 
best judgment at the time this document is compiled. No responsibility or liability shall be accepted for amend-
ing, correcting, or updating any information or forecasts, opinions and or estimates and expectations contained 
herein.  Furthermore, these views are not intended to predict or guarantee the future performance of any indi-
vidual security, asset class or investment strategy, markets generally, nor are they intended to predict the future 
performance of any Hottinger & Co. Limited account, portfolio or fund. 
  
Some of the views and forecasts, opinions and or estimates and expectations expressed in this document may 
not necessarily those of Hottinger & Co. Limited and they cannot be held to represent Hottinger & Co. Limited’s 
forecasts, opinions and or estimates and expectations on the credit-worthiness or investment profile of the secu-
rities, financial instruments, companies, countries, industries, investment management companies and or fund 
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